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PRESENTATION WITH NCC REINFORCES
OPPORTUNITY FOR INDIGENOUS
PARTNERHIP
Atrum Coal Limited (ASX: ATU) (Atrum or the Company) provides an update on the Company’s plans to
increase Indigenous project participation.

Presentation at RemTech 2021 Conference
On October 13, Atrum CEO Andrew Caruso and National Coalition of Chiefs (NCC) President Dale
Swampy jointly presented a paper on behalf of Atrum, the adjoining Cabin Ridge project and the NCC
entitled ‘Maximizing Indigenous Participation in Metallurgical Coal Developments to Reduce On-Reserve
Poverty.’
The paper (attached to this release) outlined a vision for Indigenous partnership with the metallurgical coal
industry that focuses on combining traditional knowledge with scientific approaches to develop leading
practices for environmental protection, including long term land and water stewardship, as well as enabling
meaningful economic participation in future projects.
Some of the key themes include:
•
•
•

addressing on-reserve poverty remains a critical issue alongside preservation of culture,
protecting Aboriginal and treaty rights and enhancing self-determination;
seeking to establish Indigenous parties as co-proponents of responsible, modern, and ethically
sourced metallurgical coal in southwest Alberta for steelmaking projects; and
the formation of a Regional Collective involving industry, technical experts and Indigenous
representatives will provide oversight to pursue responsible mining development in southern
Alberta and will promote the opportunity for long-term participation and benefits for Indigenous
communities.

NCC president Dale Swampy commented after the Conference: “The NCC is pleased to be working with
both Atrum and Cabin Ridge towards advancing their partnership model with Indigenous groups. Modern,
responsible, metallurgical coal projects can deliver environmental protections while creating prosperity for
indigenous people and companies towards defeating on-reserve poverty.”
The Remediation Technologies Symposium 2021 (RemTech 2021) is the premier remediation technology
transfer event for environmental professionals, encompassing the latest innovations in soil and
groundwater remediation. The Conference was attended by a wide range of industry professionals,
government/regulatory bodies and Indigenous Groups and was hosted by the Environmental Services
Association of Alberta (ESAA), one of Canada’s leading business associations with over 200 member
companies.
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Indigenous engagement and cooperation
Atrum continues to engage constructively with Indigenous communities regarding this vision for modern,
responsible metallurgical coal development that focuses on environmental protection and long-term water
and land stewardship.
Further updates will be provided in due course.
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Maximizing Indigenous Participation in
Metallurgical Coal Developments to Reduce On-Reserve Poverty
RemTech 2021 Conference
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National Coalition of Chiefs (NCC)
▪ Formed by First Nation Chiefs in response to poverty crisis and socialdespair that currently exists in First Nations communities across Canada.
▪ A community of pro-development First Nation Chiefs that advocate for
the development of energy resources in their communities.

▪ Intent to create a national organization focused on creating mutuallybeneficial relationships among First Nations and industry leadership.
▪ Committed to defeating on-reserve poverty by:
▪ Working with natural resource industry
▪ Speaking out in support of responsible development, and
▪ Creating a forum for discussion between First Nations Chiefs and leaders from the
natural resource industries of Canada.
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Indigenous poverty in Canada today
▪ According to the Canadian Poverty Institute:
▪ 1 in 4 Indigenous peoples (Aboriginal, Métis and Inuit) or 25%
are living in poverty

▪ 4 in 10 or 40% of Canada’s Indigenous children live in poverty

▪ Addressing on-reserve poverty remains a critical issue
alongside preservation of culture, protecting Aboriginal
and treaty rights and enhancing self-determination

▪ Some First Nations communities have broken out of
poverty
▪ Advantageous proximity to urban areas or from opportunities in
the natural resources sector
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Who are Atrum Coal and Cabin Ridge?
We are responsible mineral developers of
metallurgical (steelmaking) coal in Alberta.
▪ Our approach involves sustained, open, and
transparent communication with stakeholders and
governments.
▪ We are committed to environmental stewardship
and minimizing our project footprint.

▪ We acknowledge Indigenous rights and the
importance of reconciliation and consultation with
Indigenous Peoples and others in all of our
project areas.
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Indigenous Partnership – an enhanced vision
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Indigenous Partnership = oversight
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Indigenous Partnership = ownership and economic development
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Responsible mining
▪ Mining matters because minerals and metals are a part of everyday lives.
▪ From sporting goods to smart phones, transportation and building products, modern
mining supports our daily lives.

▪ Modern, responsible mining places priority on protecting land, water and
wildlife.
▪ Land - ‘Progressive Reclamation’ that includes recontouring, revegetation, and
reforestation means that surfaces disturbed by mining activities are returned to an
appropriate land use as soon as possible.
▪ Water - Capture and treatment of mine-affected water using engineered facilities
means that selenium can be managed to meet regulatory requirements.
▪ Plant and Wildlife – Plant and wildlife diversity can be maintained by an approach
that restores pre-mine habitat conditions or replaces certain habitat components for
others of similar benefit to the ecosystem.
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Luscar coal mine, Alberta

Thank-you!
For more information please visit:
www.coalitionofchiefs.ca
www.elancoalproject.ca
www.cabinridgecoal.com

www.responsiblemining.ca
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